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Public Question Asked Neighbourhood Planning Committee Response

MOP1

Can we use the neighbourhood plan to mitigate any unfairness from any new local plan. The
previous one was grossly unfair to the Ivers with a large percentage of housing in South
bucks planned to be built in our villages

This isn't within the gift of the Neighbourhood Plan.  It can however set out the aspiration of 
this community that the Local Plan must take into account and an example of this is the 
inclusion of the Gap policy that aims to maintain a green delineation between the settlements

MOP1
Can the NP be used to hold people to account, eg pinewood plans changing after initial
planning permission is granted No

MOP1 What happened to the previous NP. Why did we need to start over? 

The work that was started on the Neighbourhood Plan became subsumed into the local 
community based work that was striving to influence the emerging South Bucks and Chiltern 
Local Plan.  As that draft was increasingly under threat the Parish Council reinvigorated the 
Neighbourhood Plan work that has been proven to be the right thing to do as the emerging 
Local Plan has been withdrawn.

MOP2

Whats the reasoning for coming to the conclusion that a relief road will "never happen"? It is
still a solution for a number of issues within the parish. Does that mean we are giving up in
pushing for one?

The Parish Council will never stop lobbying for a relief road for the whole of the Ivers.  The 
latest feasability study covers only one section of a relief road that it costed at £140 - £150 
million.  This is unachievable and the Neighbourhood Planning Group strongly believes that 
this southern approach will only create more issues in Iver Heath.  It has therefore drafted 
policies that focus on mitigation.  This means that Community Infrastructure Levies can be 
refocussed to schemes that are achievable.

MOP3 Evreham fields are also GB Yes they are

MOP4 Can the NP restrict the number of Operator Licenses for HGVs?
No - licencing is outside of the scope of the Neighbourhood Plan.  What the Plan can do and it 
has done is make policy that developments should result in a net decrease of HGV traffic

MOP4
Our MP states that current proposed developments will sacrifice 25% of our GB land, how
can the NP help to protect that?

Unfortunately it cant.  The Neighbourhood Plan has no ability to influence what happens on 
green belt land in the Ivers.  What the Plan can do is influence what developments happen 
across The Ivers, including any that the Planning Authority choose to allow on green belt

MOP4
Can the NP insist that housing developments are more favourably viewed at Planning
Committee if they include social housing?

National Policy already makes exceptions for proposals for afforable housing in the Green Belt 
(§145 and §146) and infilling in villages which is also guided by Policy GB3 of the adopted 
South Bucks Local Plan 1999. 

MOP4
Can the NP have an ambition of removing Industrial Areas so as to change the air quality,
safety and attractiveness of the Parish?

Policy IV9 encourages changes of use on sites that generate HGV traffic and to prevent 
intensification of those sites that will make the problem worse and prevent new HGV 
generating uses elsewhere.  

MOP4
The prominent early Victorian coaching Inn (The Bull) is about to become flats. How can the
NP help with protecting that if the Conservation Area can't?

The Bull was registered as a community asset however the landlord refused to sell to the 
community and the timeline has now passed.  The Neighbourhood Plan cannot prevent 
development but it can influence what a development looks like.  The development of the Bull 
will need to sustain and enhance the significance of the conservation area

MOP4 Quite agree about the Relief Road. Noted

MOP4

So we should closely scrutinise the appearance of the proposed extension to the original
building in the Conservation Area and feed back accordingly even though we don't have a NP
currently? Yes please - you can do this through the Planning Portal of Bucks Council

MOP4

I feel we may have been too accepting in the past and not Masters of our Destiny. Can we be
more robust in some areas and say things like 'Parish Council will seek to reject proposals
that put more HGVs on our roads etc..?

Noted and the Parish Council is already commenting strongly wherever it can on proposals 
that it considers will increase HGVs on the local roads

MOP4 Pinewood always seek variations to previously agreed applications. Noted



MOP4 The NP needs to be dynamic rather than fixed.

The Neighbourhood Plan must be fixed as it must pass a referendum.  That does not mean to 
say that once a plan is agreed we sit still.  The Parish Council is committed to constantly 
reviewing the Neighbourhood Plan and if necessary will develop a revised plan for a further 
referendum.  This is a fastly developing area and the Parish Council is constantly monitoring 
policies and proposals. Neighbourhood Planning Regulations allow for changes to made 
Neighbourhood Plans through a modification process. The modification process to follow 
depends on the degree of modifications. 

MOP4 Bucks has started a feasibility study as to the best use of that land, Noted
MOP4 I know about Ruth Vigor and Step Properties Noted

MOP4
We need to relocate the HGV sites, we won't get a Relief Road. Instead of paying £150m for
a road, offer an 'incentivised relocation' to the companies / industries that no longer fit. Noted

MOP4 Good point Ciaran ref The Bull, feedback is key Noted

MOP4

Neil is clearly credible. Nice to hear this and the meeting has been very valuable. I have
absolute faith in the Parish Council to help steer what happens in our community. We need to
be tough though. Thank you

MOP4 Well done NPC (New Parish Council), so refreshing. Thank you
MOP4 :-) Thank you

MOP5

There are many older buildings than the 1930s, many of which have now gone - there's a
great postcard of Iver High Street in about 1900. It doesn't look that beautiful anymore. Can
we include in the design code some of the 'lost' architecture that's now gone but would be
great to resurrect?

The Neighbourhood Plan includes design codes for the three main areas.  Local Heritage Assets 
and further design code work is something the Committee is planning to continue to work on 
for a review of the Plan. 

MOP6 There's a lot of what we can't do within the NP, what about what we can do?
A lot - if you check the policies that have been included you will note the wide breadth of 
those policies

MOP6
Can the NP push for redevelopment of brownfield sites as opposed to building on green belt/
local green spaces sites?

It can however in this plan we are not making land allocations as we are endeavouring to 
implement a Neighbourhood Plan in the absence of an up to date Local Plan.  Land allocations 
and the associated technical reports will be a part of our review - this is an indepth piece of 
work

MOP6
Previous identification of places of special interest was taken from samples of a maximum of
6 people so it may need to be opened up to a broader audience. Agreed - we will need to work on this for the review

MOP6
Step Properties agreed to allow a Relief Road with Ruth Vigor. Has anyone got access to
those papers?

We have a number of papers however this is the proposal for only a small section of a relief 
road at the south side

MOP6 The Bull is listed as a community asset Yes - in the Plan itself

MOP7
Once the neighbour hood plan is adopted, if something has been overlooked can it be
amended easily ?

Yes - we are not stopping and will be building a review process.  There is so much happening in 
this area and we have no up to date Local Plan.  Neighbourhood Planning Regulations allow for 
changes to made Neighbourhood Plans through a modification process. The modification 
process to follow depends on the degree of modifications.

MOP7
There has been a lot said in the past regarding relief roads, I'm not sure there is any benefit
on a who said what in the past. Noted

MOP7
The neighbour hood plan has been put together, has anyone video recorded all the roads,
houses, features etc, as a sort of time frame ? Not at this time - a very good idea.  

MOP7
How long should it take for this Neighbourhood plan to get through the process and become
part of the planning system. We are anticipating that the Plan will proceed to referendum May 2022

MOP7 Thank you to the panel, great stuff Thank you
MOP7 why do you say that the evreham area is under threat... Bucks Council owns Evreham Centre and is consulting on development of the site

MOP7

is there an assumption that develpoment is a threat. should the evreham area the be
identified as a community assest if there is an asset value. at the moment it offers some adult
learning, a small leisure gym and sports hall, a playing field, a muga. Is this enough to protect
that area as a communoty asset.

We cannot protect the area of the Evreham Centre however by being included in the 
Neighbourhood Plan it gives weight to the need to preserve the use of the Centre.  



MOP7
last reference, the evreham area sits in a fairly dense residential area already, with
Martindale being entwined within the evreham area Noted

MOP7

the relief road discussions were part of IMLG set up by county and district and parish council.
there were three options three different areas of relief, the IMLG had numerous meeting over
5 years. theres a lot of history that unitary ex district councillors can share Noted

MOP8

Question for Neil : Why does Policy IV10 nor IV12 include either Evreham Centre or Iver
Heath Fields; should there not be a policy for each of these; more significant than some
identified ?   

The two items are included in strategically labelled policies.  This does not diminish their 
inclusion in the Plan

MOP8

Why is there no single policy encouraging wildlife and biodiversity recovery or carbon
sequestration i.e carbon sinks ? Suitable zones could be identified as Agro Ecological Zones
(AEZs)  NB: Policy IV16 is about ‘mitigation’ not positive action.

Policy IV13 requires new proposals to conserve and enhance biodiversity and to contribute to 
carbon sequestration. 

MOP8
Question for Neil: 1. S5: Can the Vision Statement be improved ? It’s not much of a vision at
all i.e linking this with Climate and Ecological Emergency for example

"The growth of Iver Parish provided an opportunity to retain and enhance the unique 
character of each settlement within development constraints identified for each village. The 
quality of life for both present and future generations has been improved by protecting local 
heritage assets and improving our facilities and environment, including a green infrastructure 
strategy to respond to the climate and ecological emergency through improvement of the 
Colne Valley Regional Park. 

MOP8
Question for Neil : Given more resource what else could be done, in your opinion, to make
this  NP more “robust” than it is presently ?

The NP has had to address a number of difficult challenges. Unlike parishes outside the Green 
Belt, the NP can’t take responsibility for deciding which land is and isn’t developed. Although 
there is no difficulty in the technical process of preparing a neighbourhood plan, in that every 
neighbourhood plan is the same in this sense, it depends on the scope of the neighbourhood 
plan. Obviously, the wider the scope, the more evidence is required, the more support may be 
required.  The final list of policies in this NP focuses on key objecives to put markers down for 
future development. The Reg 14 consultation will highlight if there are any further gaps in the 
evidence base to proceed to submission and examination. 

MOP8

Question for Neil: 1. Could better use be made of an expectation for development proposals
to be brought forward under the auspices of Framework Plans and/or Development Briefs?
This could encourage earlier and meaningful engagement of all stakeholders 

Adopted Core Policy 17 of the South Bucks Core Strategy 2011 already requests Development 
Briefs on significant sites which may come forward.

MOP8
A big thank you on behalf of IHRA members to Neil and TIPC Team for a very informative
session - we look forward to the next ! Thank you

MOP9
We also felt that plans for a relief road or a partially completed relief road would just attract
more traffic and HGV's  Noted

MOP10

Re. the Green Infrastructure Network, who will map existing green infrastructure assets? By
when must this be done? And can ecologists be involved to identofy biodiversity
opportunities, threats and constraints? And make reference to any local Biodiviersity Action
Plan. (or maybe this has been done - apologies, just arrived in Iver recently!)

Existing GI assets are already mapped on the Policies Map included in the plan. The Colne 
Valley Regional Park has already prepared a detailed strategy for the whole park, including the 
Iver parish as it lies entirely within it. It includes a schedule of opportunities to improve the 
functionality of green infrastructure assets which are also shown on the Policies Map. 

MOP11 Iver heath fields are in green belt so already protected Noted

MOP11
chris jordan has summarised the documents - step protperties agreed only to build the releif
road across thier property nowhere else. Noted


